
Comments for Planning Application 161284/DPP

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 161284/DPP

Address: 6 Cheyne Road Aberdeen AB24 1UA

Proposal: Kitchen extension and erection of ancillary garage

Case Officer: Charlotte Watson

 

Customer Details

Name: Dr frank thies

Address: 12 harrow road aberdeen

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:We wish to object to part of the development proposed in the application 161284/DPP 6

Cheyne road. We have no objection to the kitchen extension element of the application. However

we object to the building of the "garage" element.

First of all, we are questioning the purpose of the proposed building as a garage as the owner

already recently built a big garage in the property. The features of the proposed structure is more

like a house than a garage (size, velux windows etc). The location of the new built would also limit

access to this existing garage. Furthermore, it has been suggested that this "garage" would be in

fact be used as a "gym", which would lead to increased traffic and parking (limited) on harrow road

and Don street.

The proposed building would represent an over-development of the site and a significant reduction

in the garden area of the premises. It also does not comply with with the character and density of

development in the neighborhood, and it would definitely negatively contribute to the surrounding

Conservation area.

Interestingly, a previous application for this site (ref 40936), which concerned the creation of an

additional building on the cartilage, has been rejected by the Local Review Body in 2014. The

grounds for rejection also applies for the current application.

 

We hope that the Committee will take favorably into consideration our objections to this proposal,

and support the people leaving in the area who will be heavily affected by this development.


